Abstract We derive in this paper a posteriori error estimates for discretizations of convection-diffusion-reaction equations in two or three space dimensions. Our estimates are valid for any cell-centered finite volume scheme, and, in a larger sense, for any locally conservative method such as the mimetic finite difference, covolume, and other. We consider meshes consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds and also provide extensions to nonconvex cells and nonmatching interfaces. We allow for the cases of inhomogeneous and anisotropic diffusiondispersion tensors and of convection dominance. The estimates are established in the energy (semi-)norm for a locally postprocessed approximate solution preserving the conservative fluxes and are of residual type. They are fully computable (all occurring constants are evaluated explicitly) and locally efficient (give a local lower bound on the error times an efficiency constant), so that they can serve both as indicators for adaptive refinement and for the actual control of the error. They are semi-robust in the sense that the local efficiency constant only depends on local variations in the coefficients and becomes optimal as the local Péclet number gets sufficiently small. Numerical experiments confirm their accuracy.
Introduction
We consider in this paper the convection-diffusion-reaction problem
(1.1b) −S∇p · n = u on Γ N , (1.1c) where S is a diffusion-dispersion tensor (which can be inhomogeneous and anisotropic), w is a possibly dominating velocity field, r is a reaction function, f is a source term, and g and u prescribe the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. We suppose that Ω ⊂ R d , d = 2, 3, is a polygonal (meaning alternatively also polyhedral) domain (open, bounded, and connected set), that
where |Γ D | is the measure of the set Γ D , and that Γ in := {x ∈ ∂ Ω ; w · n < 0} ⊂ Γ D . Finally, n stands for the unit normal vector of ∂ Ω , outward to Ω . Our purpose is to derive a posteriori error estimates for finite volume, and, in a larger sense, any locally conservative discretizations of the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c).
Residual a posteriori error estimates are nowadays well established for discretizations of the pure diffusion form of (1.1a)-(1.1c) (i.e., w = r = 0) by the finite element method, cf. for example the survey by Verfürth [45] . In most cases, however, the analysis is only given for S being an identity matrix; an in-depth analysis for the general inhomogeneous (and anisotropic) diffusion tensor was presented by Bernardi and Verfürth [14] . In recent years a posteriori error estimates have been extended to convection-diffusion problems as well. We cite in particular Verfürth [46] , who derived estimates in the energy norm for the conforming Galerkin method and its stabilized SUPG version. His estimates are both reliable and locally efficient and, moreover, the efficiency constant becomes optimal as the local Péclet number gets sufficiently small. Similar results have been obtained in the framework of nonconforming finite element methods by Ainsworth [7] for the inhomogeneous pure diffusion case and by El Alaoui et al. in [26] for the convection-diffusion case. Recently, Verfürth [47] improved his results while giving estimates which are fully robust with respect to convection dominance in a norm incorporating a dual norm of the convective derivative. The new norm is, however, not computable, there is no local lower bound, and the estimators do not change with respect to [46] and hence the adaptive strategies will remain the same.
The theory of a posteriori error estimation is much less developed for finite volume methods. For vertex-centered schemes, the analogy with the finite element case is usually exploited in order to obtain a posteriori error estimates-this is, e.g., the case of the works of Afif et al. [4] , Bergam et al. [13] or Lazarov and Tomov [35] (cf. also [18] ). Still less work has been done for cell-centered schemes. Agouzal and Oudin [6] simply note that one can exploit the relations between the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element, the lowest-order nonconforming finite element, and the cell-centered finite volume methods on triangular meshes in order to obtain an error indicator under a saturation-like hypothesis. Rigorous a posteriori error estimates are obtained by Achdou et al. [2] , however, only for two particular schemes. Equivalence of the discrete forms of the schemes with some finite element ones is used for this purpose. Nicaise [36, 37] gives a posteriori estimates for Morley-type interpolants of the original piecewise constant finite volume approximation. Finally, yet a different approach, yielding an estimate in the L 1 -norm, independent of the size of the diffusion tensor, is given by Ohlberger [38, 39] , whereas one of the first results on a posteriori error estimation in finite volume methods were obtained by Angermann [8] and Angermann et al. [9] . In the two years refereeing period of this paper, a few new references appeared. Kim [34] presents estimates applicable to any locally conservative method, as we do it here. Both approximation to −S∇p (which we shall term here as "velocity") and to p (which we shall term here as "potential") have to be specified first. Then bounds up to an undetermined constant are given for this couple in a mesh-dependent norm, which contains a weighted jump term for the potential. Beirão da Veiga [44] gives a posteriori error estimates for the mimetic finite difference method, more precisely for the known velocity and a piecewise linear postprocessing of the originally piecewise constant potential. Again a meshdependent norm is used and the estimator features an unknown generic constant.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a sufficiently general and unified framework for a posteriori error estimation in the finite volume method, and, in a larger sense, in any locally conservative method. The derived estimates are first of all independent of particular schemes. Any cell-centered finite volume scheme, cf. Eymard et al. [27] , the schemes proposed in [22, 29, 30, 32] , "multi-point fluxapproximation" schemes [1, 25] , "discrete duality finite volume" schemes [23] , and "mixed finite volume" schemes [24] can be considered. Similarly, the estimates are valid for the mimetic finite difference, cf. [16] , covolume, cf. [21] , and other locally conservative methods. The only requirement we have is that the scheme satisfies a conservation equation over each computational cell, and prescribes in particular the discrete fluxes. We focus on bounds for the error measured in the natural energy norm for the (postprocessed) potential only. Bounds for the error in the approximate velocity only are established in a general setting covering all the methods considered here in [54, Section 6] . Similarly, bounds for the error in the couple of velocity and potential approximations are stated therein. Next, our estimates hold and have the same form from pure diffusion cases to the full convection-diffusion-reaction ones. As an important point, we derive them for very general meshes containing nonconvex cells and nonmatching interfaces. For the sake of completeness of the analysis, we also consider general inhomogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. The derived estimators are associated with the mesh cells, are locally and easily computable, and they are also fully computable in the sense that all occurring constants are evaluated explicitly. This in particular means that they can serve not only as indicators for adaptive refinement, which is the usual practice, but also for the actual control of the error. In the developed independent theory, no equivalence with a different (finite element or mixed finite element) case is necessary. Also, no convexity of the domain, no additional regularity of the weak solution, and no saturation assumption are needed.
The basis of our approach is to exploit the particular feature of the considered schemes, which is the conservativity of the discrete fluxes across the sides (edges if d = 2, faces if d = 3) of the mesh. Inspired by the results of Eymard et al. [28] and of the author [51] , we first build a postprocessed approximate potentialp h which preserves exactly the given discrete diffusive fluxes and whose mean or point value is in each cell fixed by the original constant approximation. The interest of such a postprocessing is twofold. First of all, we obtain an approximate potential suithal-00079221, version 2 -10 Jul 2008 able for energy error measuring (recall that the piecewise gradient of the original cellwise constant approximation is zero, so that it gives no sense to measure the energy error in it). Secondly, by such a construction, −S∇p h lies in the H(div, Ω ) space. In the finite volume case, moreover, using the fixation ofp h by the original cell values, we are able to prove the convergence ofp h and to give a priori error estimates, under the condition that the original scheme satisfies some necessary properties. The construction of the postprocessed potential is particularly easy for simplices (triangles if d = 2 and tetrahedra if d = 3) or, when S is diagonal, for rectangular parallelepipeds (rectangles if d = 2, rectangular parallelepipeds if d = 3); in this casep h is a second-order polynomial whose gradient (times minus S) is constructed as in the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element method, cf. [15, 42] . The crucial advantage −S∇p h ∈ H(div, Ω ) is, however, compensated by the fact thatp h is nonconforming in the sense thatp h ∈ H 1 (Ω ). We describe all the above results in detail in Section 3, after collecting some preliminary remarks, notation, assumptions, and details on the continuous problem in Section 2. In this section, we also recall the Oswald interpolation operator and describe its generalization to arbitrary grids and boundary conditions. Section 4 is then devoted to our a posteriori error estimates. They consist of several independent estimators, the principal of which penalize the fact thatp h is nonconforming and that its residual is nonzero. For pure diffusion problems, only these estimators (plus possibly still a Neumann boundary one) are present. When there is some convection, additional convection and upwinding estimators appear, and for cases with reaction, a reaction quadrature estimator may be present as well. We next prove that the principal (nonconformity, convection, and residual) estimators represent local lower bounds for the error as well, where in particular the efficiency constants are of the form c 1 + c 2 min Pe, ρ , where Pe (the local Péclet number) and ρ are given below by (4.12) and where c 1 , c 2 only depend on local variations in S (i.e., on local inhomogeneities and anisotropies), on local variations in w and r, on the space dimension, on the polynomial degree ofp h , f , w, r, and on the shape-regularity parameter of the mesh. These estimators are thus in particular optimally efficient as the local Péclet number gets sufficiently small. We are not able to obtain similar results for the upwinding estimator but numerical experiments suggest that this estimator represents a higher-order term as soon as the local Péclet number gets sufficiently small. A more detailed discussion, as well as several other remarks, is given in Section 4.3.
We finally in Section 5 discuss a particular approach to meshes consisting of arbitrary polygons (we use this notation also for polyhedrons) which may be nonmatching and consist of elements which are not necessarily convex. It consists in subdividing each mesh element into a simplicial submesh and then directly using the theory established previously. Finally, we illustrate the accuracy of the derived estimates in Section 6 on several numerical experiments and conclude by some technical lemmas in Section 7. This paper is a detailed description, completion, and extension of the results previously announced in [50] and [53] . Robust a posteriori error estimates for vertex-centered-like finite volume methods are then presented in [52] and [19] . For a complementary approach to a posteriori error estimation in locally conservative methods, evaluating the error in the velocity only (and alternatively in the velocity and the potential), we refer to [54] .
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Preliminaries
We introduce here the notation, define admissible partitions of the domain Ω , recall some inequalities which will be important in the sequel, state the assumptions on the data, give details on the continuous problem (1.1a)-(1.1c), and finally recall and give some extensions on the Oswald interpolation operator. In what follows, we conceptually denote by C A , c A constants basically dependent on a quantity A but always independent of the discretization parameter h. 
Function spaces
Finally, for a partition T h of Ω as defined below, we will use the "broken Sobolev space"
We refer to Adams [3] for more details.
Partitions of the domain
We consider in this paper partitions T h of Ω into closed polygons such that Ω = K∈T h K and such that the intersections of their interiors are pairwise empty. For K ∈ T h , we denote by E K the set of such subsets
Lebesgue measure. We call σ a side and K and L neighbors. We note that for matching meshes (containing no hanging nodes) consisting of convex elements, σ are simply the sides in the geometrical sense, which is not necessarily the case on general polygonal meshes, see Figure 2 .1. The set E K is completed by the (geometrical) sides of K lying at the boundary; we suppose in this case that each σ lies entirely either in Γ D or in Γ N . We next denote by E h the set of all, by E int h the set of interior, and by E ext h the set of exterior sides of T h . Also, let E N h stand for the sides contained in Γ N , E D h for those contained in Γ D , E K for σ ∈ E int h which share at least a vertex with K ∈ T h , and T K for all elements sharing at least a vertex with K ∈ T h . A family of meshes {T h } h is parameterized by h := max K∈T h h K , where h K stands for the diameter of K; we also denote by h σ the diameter of σ ∈ E h .
For matching meshes consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds, we will in some parts of the paper need the following assumption (
Assumption (A) (Shape regularity of matching meshes consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds)
There exists a constant
Fig. 2.1 Considered meshes and notation
Let ρ K denote the diameter of the largest ball inscribed in K. Then Assumption (A) is equivalent to the usual requirement of the existence of a constant
In the general case, we make the following shape regularity assumption:
Assumption (B) (Shape regularity of arbitrary polygonal meshes)
there exist matching refinements T h of T h which consist of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds and satisfy Assumption (A).
By Assumption (B), the elements of T h are not "flat", the number of their sides is limited, and each T h admits a matching refinement T h . In the sequel, as for the mesh T h , we will use the notation E int h , E ext h , E K , E K , and T K also for T h . We also denote by T K the partition of K ∈ T h by the elements of T h .
Poincaré, Friedrichs, and trace inequalities
Let K be a convex polygon, σ its (geometrical) side, and ϕ ∈ H 1 (K). Three inequalities will play an essential role in the derivation of our a posteriori error estimates.
First, the Poincaré inequality states that
where ϕ K is the mean of ϕ over K given by ϕ K := (ϕ, 1) K /|K| and where the constant C P,K can for each convex K be evaluated as 1/π 2 , cf. [40, 12] . Second, the generalized Friedrichs inequality states that
where ϕ σ is the mean of ϕ over σ ∈ E K given by ϕ σ := ϕ, 1 σ /|σ |. 
Assumptions on the data
We suppose that there exists a basic partition T h of Ω such that the data of the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c) are related to T h in the following way: 
The assumptions that S is piecewise constant and that w, r, and f are piecewise polynomial are made only for the sake of simplicity and are usually satisfied in practice. They are in fact only needed for the local efficiency proofs of our a posteriori error estimates. If the functions at hand do not fulfill these requirements, interpolation can be used. Also, note that Assumption (C8) allows c w,r,K = 0 but w| K = 0.
Continuous problem
Let T h be, as throughout the whole paper, a refinement of T h . We define a bilinear form B by
(2.4) and the corresponding energy (semi-)norm by
In this way B(·, ·) and ||| · ||| Ω are well-defined for p, ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω ) as well as for p, ϕ that are only piecewise regular. We remark that ||| · ||| Ω is always a norm on
The weak formulation of the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c) is then to find p ∈ H 1 (Ω ) with p| Γ D = g in the sense of traces such that
Assumptions (C1)-(C7), the Green theorem, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that
and problem (2.6) under Assumption (C) in particular admits a unique solution.
Remark 2.1 (Notation)
In estimate (2.9), if c w,r,K = 0, then the term C w,r,K /c w,r,K should be evaluated as zero; since Assumption (C8) for this case gives C w,r,K = 0, the term with C w,r,K in fact does not even enter the estimate. To simplify notation, we will systematically use the convention 0/0 = 0 throughout the text.
Remark 2.2 (Different partitions)
We clarify here the relations between the different partitions of Ω considered. First of all, the partition T h is only used so as to describe the different parts of Ω with different data (materials). Next, T h is the "computational" partition and we suppose that T h is a refinement of T h . Finally, for general (nonmatching) polygonal meshes, we shall sometimes need a matching refinement T h of T h consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds.
Oswald interpolation operator
The Oswald operator, previously considered, e.g., in [2, 33] and studied in detail in [33, 17] , associates to a discontinuous piecewise polynomial functionp h its conforming (continuous, contained in H 1 (Ω )) interpolant. We briefly recall it here and present its extension to arbitrary grids and boundary conditions. Let T h be matching, consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds, and satisfying Assumption (A). If T h consists of simplices, let R l (T h ) := P l (T h ) denote the space of polynomials of total degree at most l on each simplex (without any continuity requirement at the sides). Similarly, if T h consists of rectangular parallelepipeds, let R l (T h ) := Q l (T h ) denote the space of piecewise polynomials of degree at most l in each variable. The Oswald interpolation operator I Os :
the value of I Os (ϕ h ) is prescribed at the Gauss-Lobatto nodes on rectangular parallelepipeds and suitable (e.g., Lagrangian on triangles when l = 2) nodes on simplices, see [17, Sections 3 and 5] 
Lemma 2.1 (Oswald interpolation operator) Let T h be matching, consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds, and satisfying Assumption (A). Let next
) and let I Os (ϕ h ) be constructed as described above. Then
for all K ∈ T h , where the constants C 1 , C 2 only depend on the space dimension d, on the maximal polynomial degree l, and on the shape regularity parameter κ T .
If T h is nonmatching or consists of arbitrary polygons, let T h be its conforming submesh of Assumption (B3). Then eachp h ∈ R l (T h ) also belongs to R l ( T h ). Hence we can define I Os (p h ) on T h as in the previous paragraph. We finally de-
Here W K,σ are the given scheme convective fluxes, cf. Sections 3 and 4 below. In particular, for the finite volume scheme (3.1)-(3.12) below, if w · n is constant but nonzero on a given σ ∈ E N h , then (2.10b) prescribes the mean value of I Γ Os (p h ) on this side by W K,σ / w · n, 1 σ , i.e., by p σ .
Cell-centered finite volume schemes and postprocessing
This section is devoted to the example of the cell-centered finite volume method for the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c). We also demonstrate here the construction of the locally postprocessed approximationp h which will serve later as the basis for our a posteriori error estimates.
The cell-centered finite volume method
A general cell-centered finite volume scheme for the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c) can be written in the following form: find p K , K ∈ T h , the approximations to p such that
where f K := ( f , 1)/|K|, r K := (r, 1)/|K|, and where S K,σ and W K,σ are, respectively, the diffusive and convective fluxes through the sides σ of an element K, functions of p K , K ∈ T h , of the mesh, and of the data. For the a posteriori error estimates presented in this paper, we do not need the specific form of the diffusive and convective fluxes; our analysis, however, relies on the finite volume concept of their continuity, imposing that
Note also that for nonmatching grids, σ is not necessarily a side of K in the geometrical sense, see Section 2.2. To fix ideas, we give an example.
When T h is admissible in the sense of [27, Definition 9.1], which is satisfied, e.g., when T h is matching, consists of convex elements, and when there exist points x K in the interior of each K ∈ T h such that the straight lines connecting x K and x L for two neighboring elements K and L are orthogonal to σ K,L = ∂ K ∩ ∂ L and finally when an analogous orthogonality condition holds on the Dirichlet part of the boundary, and under the additional assumption that S K = s K Id for all K ∈ T h , the following choices for S K,σ and W K,σ are possible:
are, respectively, the mean value of the Dirichlet boundary condition g on a side σ ∈ E D h , the mean value of the Neumann boundary condition u on a side σ ∈ E N h , and the flux of the velocity field w through a side σ of K. For the value s K,L ,
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we have two choices, corresponding respectively to the arithmetic and harmonic averaging in the diffusion-dispersion tensor,
Finally, p σ is the weighted upwind value, given for interior or Dirichlet boundary sides by
wherep σ is the upwind value and p σ the centered value, given respectively bŷ
if σ is an interior side between elements K and L and
if σ ∈ E K is a Dirichlet boundary side. Finally,
if σ ∈ E K is a Neumann boundary side. In the above definitions, ν σ ∈ [0, 1] is a coefficient of the amount of upstream weighting. The full-upwind scheme (with ν σ = 1 for all σ ∈ E h ) is classical, see [27, Section 9] . The introduction of the parameter ν σ is done in order to guarantee the stability of the scheme while simultaneously reducing the excessive numerical diffusion added by the full upstream weighting. An optimal choice for ν σ (cf. [20, 31] ) is (for w K,σ = 0, otherwise ν σ := 1) 
holds, see [51, Lemma 6.5] . Another possibility for still more precise discretization of the convection term would be to define the centered value p σ by the value hal-00079221, version 2 -10 Jul 2008
that takes a linear function given by
, and similarly at the boundary. While under appropriate modification of (3.12) and under the above-mentioned assumptions, the discrete maximum principle would still hold, this would not in general be the case for the inequality (3.13). This inequality is, however, very useful already while proving the existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution when there is no discrete maximum principle (recall that this principle can in general only be satisfied if S is not anisotropic and under some conditions on the mesh), cf. [ 
Remark 3.2 (Inhomogeneous diffusion-dispersion tensors)
Similarly as for the convection term, instead of directly using (3.7a) or (3.7b), we may take into account the distances of x K and x L from the side σ K,L ∈ E int h common to K, L ∈ T h for the discretization of inhomogeneous diffusion-dispersion tensors.
Postprocessing for cell-centered finite volumes
The approximate finite volume solution is only piecewise constant, given by the value p K in each K ∈ T h . In order to derive a posteriori error estimates, we construct in this paper a postprocessed approximation which has more regularity. We use for this purpose the additional knowledge that we have from a finite volume scheme: the fluxes.
Developing the ideas of Eymard et al. [28] or of the author [51] , the most general postprocessed approximationp h ∈ H 1 (T h ) that we consider in this paper is defined as the weak solution of the following local Neumann problems:
Here, µ K = 0 or 1, depending on whether the particular scheme (3.1) represents by p K the approximate mean value on K ∈ T h or the approximate point value in a point x K (for simplicity assumed inside K) and also on the expected regularity of p h . It is immediate to see that suchp h verifies −S∇p h ∈ H(div, Ω ). For general elements, it is not clear how to practically find suchp h ; it is, however, easy in two particular cases treated below. We also show below thatp h is a good approximation of the weak solution p under some conditions on the original scheme.
Postprocessing on simplices for general diffusion-dispersion tensors
For matching triangular or tetrahedral meshes, it is immediate to show that if S = Id,p h given by (3.14a)-(3.14c) is a piecewise second-order polynomial of the
) is a full second-order polynomial on each K ∈ T h (the symmetry of S is important in this case). Simply, (3.14c) imposes the normal derivative ofp h on the sides of K, (3.14b) imposes the mean ofp h over K or a point value in x K , and (3.14a) follows by the Green theorem and by the fact that −∇ · (S K ∇p h ) is constant. Note also that the proposed postprocessing is local on each element and that one only has to build a second-order polynomial on each K ∈ T h from the prescribed degrees of freedom, so that its cost is negligible. The postprocessed approximationp h is, however, in general nonconforming, not included in H 1 (Ω ) but only in H 1 (T h ).
Postprocessing on rectangular parallelepipeds for diagonal diffusion-dispersion tensors
For S diagonal and matching meshes consisting of rectangles or rectangular parallelepipeds,p h verifying (3.14a)-(3.14c) is a piecewise second-order polynomial of the formp
Again, the postprocessing is local and the new variablep h is nonconforming in the sense that it is in general only in
Remark 3.3 (Comparison with mixed finite elements)
Similar postprocessing was used in [51] for the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element method on simplicial meshes. If Γ D = ∂ Ω and g = 0, it is proved in the above reference that in this case, the means ofp h on interior sides are continuous and its means on exterior sides are equal to zero, so that we have at least some continuity ofp h . For pure diffusion problems (w = r = 0), it is possible to show the same result also for the cell-centered finite volume scheme (3.1)-(3.7b), but only under the condition f = 0. It turns out that in general,p h ∈ H 1 (T h ) only. Note also that for pure diffusion problems, cell-centered finite volumes and lowest-order Raviart-Thomas mixed finite elements only differ by numerical integration, cf., e.g., Agouzal et al. [5] or Arbogast et al. [10] . In the general case and on simplicial meshes, lowest-order mixed finite elements are directly, without any numerical integration, equivalent to a particular finite volume scheme, see [49] and also Younès et al. [55] .
A priori error estimate for the postprocessed approximation
We give in this section an a priori error estimate for the finite volume postprocessed approximationp h given by (3.14a)-(3.14c). 
where the constant C > 0 only depends on p, d, κ T , ξ T , the data, and Ω . Finally, letp h be the postprocessed solution given by (3.14a)-(3.14c). Then
where the constant C > 0 only depends on p, d, κ T , ξ T , the data, and Ω .
Proof We first study the estimate on the gradient, following the proof of [28, Theorem 2]. We have, for each
using Assumption (C1), the Green theorem, the fact that ∇(p −p h ) K does not depend on shiftingp h by a constant and fixing temporarily (p h , 1) K by (p, 1) K instead of (3.14b), which makes the term (∇·(S∇p h ), (p−p h )) K disappear by virtue of (3.14a), and finally using the Schwarz inequality, the Poincaré inequality (2.1), and the trace inequality (2.3b). Thus
(3.15) Next, the triangle inequality and (3.14c) imply that
and we have
using Assumption (C1) and [28, Lemma 2] ; here the constant C K only depends on d and κ K . Thus, squaring (3.15), summing over all K ∈ T h , and using the triangle, Cauchy-Schwarz, and the above inequalities gives
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Using the assumptions of the theorem, this concludes the proof of the bound for the error in the gradient. We now turn to the L 2 (Ω )-estimate on p −p h . We have
using the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, (3.14b), and the Poincaré inequality ( 
Then this is for example the case, under some additional regularity assumptions on w, r, and g and under the assumption 
Convergence for the postprocessed approximation
For the sake of completeness, we state here the following result, discussing the convergence ofp h when p ∈ H 1 (Ω ) only. 
The convergence of the gradient ofp h to the gradient of p was proved in [28] . The convergence ofp h to p then follows using the estimate (3.16).
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A posteriori error estimates for locally conservative methods
In this section, we present our a posteriori error estimates for the discretization of the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c) by locally conservative methods. The developments here are completely independent of Section 3 on finite volumes; the only assumption that we make is that we are given a functionp h , cell values p K , K ∈ T h , and convective fluxes
where u σ are the mean values of the Neumann boundary condition given by (3.6).
In the finite volume case, the way to obtainp h satisfying (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4) was shown in Section 3.2. The relation (4.3) then easily follows from (3.1) by the Green theorem and by (3.14c), which gives
We consider general meshes T h but we are aware of the fact that findingp h satisfying (4.1)-(4.4) may not be practically feasible for nonmatching meshes or elements other than simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds. Thus an alternative approach for general meshes is developed in Section 5 below. We first state here the a posteriori error estimate and its local efficiency, then give several remarks, and finally present the proofs of the estimate and of its local efficiency.
A posteriori error estimate
We state here our a posteriori error estimate. Let us first put
for all K ∈ T h , where C P,K is the constant from the Poincaré inequality (2.1). We define the residual estimator η R,K by η R,K :
Let I Γ Os (p h ) be the modification of the Oswald interpolate I Os (p h ) at the boundary given by (2.10a)-(2.10b), see Section 2.6. Denote v :=p h − I Γ Os (p h ). Then the nonconformity estimator η NC,K is given by η NC,K := |||v||| K (4.6) and the convection estimator η C,K by
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Next, let
for interior or Dirichlet boundary sides. Here C F,K,σ is the constant from the generalized Friedrichs inequality (2.2). The upwinding estimator η U,K is given by
Finally, the reaction quadrature estimator η RQ,K is given by
and the Neumann boundary estimator η Γ N ,K by
where C t,K,σ is the constant from the trace inequality (2.3a). We then have the following a posteriori error estimate:
Theorem 4.1 (A posteriori error estimate on the mesh T h ) Let p be the weak solution of the problem (1.1a)-(1.1c) given by (2.6) and letp h satisfy (4.1)-(4.4). Then
|||p −p h ||| Ω ≤ ∑ K∈T h η 2 NC,K 1/2 + ∑ K∈T h (η R,K + η C,K + η U,K + η RQ,K + η Γ N ,K ) 2 1/2 .
Local efficiency of the estimate
Let the local Péclet number Pe K and ρ K be given by
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and, for ϕ ∈ H 1 (K),
and, for ϕ ∈ H 1 (T h ),
The theorem below discusses the local efficiency of the a posteriori error estimators of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2 (Local efficiency of the a posteriori error estimators on Theorem 4.1) Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are verified. Let moreover T h satisfy Assumption (B). Then, for the residual estimator η R,K (4.5) on each K ∈ T h , there holds
η R,K ≤ C 3 |||p −p h ||| K C S,K c S,K max 1, C w,r,K c w,r,K + min Pe K , C S,K c S,K ρ K ,(4.
13) where the constant C 3 only depends on the space dimension d, on max K∈T h C P,K , on the shape of the elements K ∈ T h and in particular on the regularity parameter κ T , on the polynomial degree l ofp h , and on the polynomial degree k of f , w, and r (see Lemma 4.8 below). Let next for K ∈ T h , the nonconformity and
convection estimators η NC,K and η C,K be respectively given by (4.6) and (4.7). Then
with the constant C 4 only depending on d, κ T , and the polynomial degree l ofp h (see Lemma 4.9 below).
Various remarks
We give several remarks in this section. For further comments on this type of estimators, we refer to [51, Section 5].
Nature of the estimate and comparisons with different estimators
The basis for our a posteriori error estimates is the construction of the postprocessed approximationp h satisfying (4.1)-(4.4). This approximation is more regular than the original piecewise constant one and gives sense to the energy error.
In comparison with a posteriori error estimates used in the Galerkin finite element method,p h has the crucial advantage that the normal traces of −S∇p h are by (4.2) continuous across interior sides. Hence the side error estimators penalizing the mass balance common in Galerkin finite element methods (cf. [46] ) do not appear here at all. This advantage is, however, compensated by the fact thatp h is nonconforming in the sense that it is not included in H 1 (Ω ), so that the estimator (4.6), penalizing in fact the jumps inp h (cf. (4.17) in the proof of Lemma 4.9 below) comes in place. Next, whereas in the lowest-order Galerkin finite element method, ∇ · (S K ∇p h )| K is always equal to zero on all K ∈ T h , the element residuals (4.5) are relevant even when the original solution is elementwise constant. Nicaise [36, 37] also proposed a posteriori error estimators for the finite volume method. His basic idea is also to first postprocess the original piecewise constant finite volume approximation. He uses for this purpose Morley-type interpolants. However, only the means of the fluxes of this interpolant through the mesh sides are continuous, so that, in the general case, one has to penalize both the improper mass balance of −S∇p h and the nonconformity ofp h . We note, however, that in certain cases, the Morley interpolant is conforming (contained in H 1 (Ω )), so that the nonconformity penalization disappears. Another remark in this comparison may be that the postprocessed approximation presented in [36, 37] has to be constructed differently in dependence on whether convection and reaction are present. This on the one hand permits to prove the local efficiency of the estimates (see the next section for the discussion of the efficiency of our estimates), but it on the other one complicates the implementation. Finally, the question of the a priori error estimates (convergence) of the postprocessed approximation is not investigated in [36, 37] .
The estimate and its efficiency with respect to S and w
Concerning the estimators of Theorem 4.1, we first remark that the only constants appearing are those of the inequalities (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3a). They are known for matching meshes consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds. Note, however, that their evaluation may be more complicated in the general case and that some precaution should be made here. In particular, on nonmatching meshes when convection is present, the assumption that |σ | ≈ h d−1 K for all σ ∈ E K (now not necessarily the sides of K in the geometrical sense, see Section 2.2) it is practically necessary in order that the constant C F,K,σ of (4.8) does not explode. Let us also note that, as the numerical experiments of Section 6 below and in particular Figure 6 .5 show, all the estimators featuring these constants are superconvergent and only important on rough grids or in the singular limits.
Concerning the efficiency of Theorem 4.2, we remark that the residual, nonconformity, and convection estimators are semi-robust with respect to the inhomogeneities in the sense that the local efficiency does not depend on the maximal ratio of the inhomogeneities over the whole domain, but for a given element K, only on the maximal ratio over K and elements sharing a vertex with K; this is the meaning of the term α * ,K /c S, T K from Theorem 4.2. The local efficiency with respect to anisotropy is then expressed by C S,K /c S,K and is always local in a given K. Next, one can easily see that the local efficiency gets to optimal values as soon as only the local Péclet number (4.12), not the global one, gets sufficiently small. We finally remark that for the nonconformity and convection estimators, the above statements are only valid up to higher-order terms (the part inf
which is, however, only present when 1 2 ∇ · w + r > 0. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4.9 that these terms disappear when only the terms β * ,K h 2 K /c S, T K and not the minimum of these terms and of β * ,K /c w,r, T K (and similarly for #) in (4.14) are present. The efficiency on the original grid T h (if different from T h ) could be easily obtained using the fact that
for any K ∈ T h . Note also that the error in the approximation of the boundary conditions is left aside from these considerations by the last term of the estimate (4.14) on η 2 NC,K + η 2 C,K . We finally point on the conceptual difference with the mixed finite element methods, see [51, Theorem 4.4 
h and one has the local efficiency in the original energy norm. Here, in contrast, the additional term |||p −p h ||| 2 ♭, E K appears, see also Remark 3.3 in this respect.
Next, note that the reaction quadrature estimator is zero whenever r is piecewise constant and µ K from (3.14b) is set to zero. If this is not the case, its influence is as that of a quadrature formula-see Section 6.2 below for an example of its influence in a numerical experiment. One could eliminate this estimator by considering directly (rp h , 1 K in (4.3) . In what concerns the Neumann boundary estimator, it only penalizes the fact that the Neumann boundary condition is not exactly satisfied by the approximate solutionp h when it is not given by a piecewise constant function. It has a form similar to Neumann boundary estimators from the finite element method, see [46] .
Finally, the fact that the upwinding estimator cannot in general give a lower bound for the error is quite obvious and explained in [51, Section 5.2]. The numerical experiments for finite volumes presented below in Section 6.2, however, show that this estimator represents a higher-order term as soon as the local Péclet number gets small and when the upstream weighting (3.8)-(3.12), modified in the sense of Remark 3.1, is used. Similarly to the reaction quadrature estimator, this estimator would completely disappear while employing I Γ Os (p h ) in the discretization of the convective term. We, however, notice that such a convective flux does not seem too much appealing for practical computations: whereas the scheme (3.1)-(3.12) on admissible triangular meshes is very simple and leads to a 4-point stencil, employing I Γ Os (p h ) in the discretization of the convection term would complicate the definition of the scheme and imply instead of 4 at around 20 nonzero values on each matrix row.
The estimate for pure diffusion problems
When w = r = 0, on simplices or on a rectangular parallelepipeds when S is diagonal and withp h constructed as in Section 3.2.1 or 3. (S K ∇p h ) = f K for all K ∈ T h . Thus using the fact that s ∈ H 1 (Ω ) such that s| Γ D = g in the sense of traces in Lemma 4.2 below can be chosen arbitrarily, our a posteriori error estimate becomes
Note that the residual estimator becomes
superconvergent term usually considered separately and called "data oscillation". Apparently, it is for this reason that our estimators are almost asymptotically exact and robust in the numerical experiments presented below in Section 6. For further remarks on this point, we refer to [51, Section 5.3] and to [54] .
Further generalizations of Theorem 4.1
We remark that for the a posteriori estimate of Theorem 4.1 itself,p h does not necessarily have to be a polynomial on each K ∈ T h ,p h ∈ H 1 (T h ) would be sufficient. The assumption thatp h ∈ R l (T h ) is only necessary in the given proof of the local efficiency. The postprocessed approximationp h could thus be, in the finite volume setting, obtained from (3.14a)-(3.14c) on general elements. As this, however, not at all practical, a different approach is developed in Section 5 below.
Proof of the a posteriori error estimate
We give in this section a proof of Theorem 4.1. To begin with, we recall the following lemma ([51, Lemma 7.1]):
Consequently, the following bound for the error |||p −p h ||| Ω holds: 
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where
and where ϕ K is the mean of ϕ over K ∈ T h , ϕ K := (ϕ, 1) K /|K|, and ϕ σ is the mean of ϕ over σ ∈ E h , ϕ σ := ϕ, 1 σ /|σ |.
Proof Let us consider an arbitrary ϕ ∈ H 1 D (Ω ). We have, using the bilinearity of B(·, ·), the definition (2.6) of the weak solution p, and the Green theorem in each
Note that we have in particular used the continuity of the normal trace of S∇p h across interior sides following from (4.2), the fact that S∇p h · n, ϕ σ = 0 for σ ∈ E D h following by ϕ ∈ H 1 D (Ω ), and finally (4.4) for Neumann boundary sides.
Now by the local conservativity assumption (4.3), it follows that
using that ϕ K is the constant mean of ϕ over K and that (∇ · (p h w), 1) K = p h w · n, 1 ∂ K by the Green theorem. Hence we can subtract this term from each summand in (4.16). To conclude the proof, if now suffices to use Lemma 4.1. ⊓ ⊔
Remark 4.1 (Upwinding and reaction quadrature estimators)
Using the fact that ϕ K is constant, we have subtracted in the above proof the term sw · n,
this can considerably reduce the size of the upwinding estimator and it was indeed necessary in the numerical experiments of Section 6.2 below. A similar remark applies to T RQ (ϕ) as well.
We now estimate the terms T R , T C , T U , T RQ , and T Γ N separately, putting s = I Γ Os (p h ) in Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.3 (Residual estimate)
where η R,K is given by (4.5).
Proof The Schwarz inequality and Lemma 7.1 from Section 7 below imply
where η C,K is given by (4.7).
using the Green theorem. Alternatively,
employing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Poincaré inequality (2.1). ⊓ ⊔
Lemma 4.5 (Upwinding estimate)
where η U,K is given by (4.9).
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Proof We have
using that w · n as well as I Γ Os (p h ) are continuous across interelement sides, a similar continuity of the finite volume convective fluxes W K,σ , and (2.10b). Let
by the triangle inequality and the first estimate of Lemma 7.2 from Section 7 below. At the same time,
using the triangle inequality and the second estimate of Lemma 7.2. Similar estimates on
h follow directly from Lemma 7.2 using that ϕ σ K = 0 on Dirichlet boundary sides by ϕ ∈ H 1 D (Ω ). Hence, with m σ given by (4.8),
Noticing the definition of η U,K by (4.9) concludes the proof. ⊓ ⊔
Lemma 4.6 (Reaction quadrature estimate)
where η RQ,K is given by (4.10).
Proof The Schwarz inequality and the definition of ||| · ||| K by (2.5) imply
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Lemma 4.7 (Neumann boundary estimate) Let ϕ ∈ H 1 D (Ω ) be arbitrary. Then
where η Γ N ,K is given by (4.11).
Proof We have, using the trace inequality (2.3a) and the definition of ||| · ||| K by (2.5),
Lemmas 4.1-4.7 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of the local efficiency of the estimate
We give in this section a proof of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.8 (Local efficiency of the residual estimator)
Let K ∈ T h , and let η R,K be the residual estimator given by (4.5). Then (4.13) holds true.
The proof of this lemma follows the one given in [46] , is based on the equivalence of norms on finite-dimensional spaces, the inverse inequality, and the definition of ||| · ||| K by (2.5), see [51, Lemma 7.6] for the simplicial case.
Lemma 4.9 (Local efficiency of the nonconformity and velocity estimators)
Let K ∈ T h and let η NC,K and η C,K be the nonconformity and velocity estimators given respectively by (4.6) and (4.7). Then (4.14) holds true.
Proof Let us first recall that K ∈ T h , where T h is the matching submesh of T h consisting of simplices or rectangular parallelepipeds of Assumption (B). Recall also that by construction of Section 2.6, I Os (p h ) ∈ R l ( T h )∩H 1 (Ω ) is the Oswald interpolate ofp h taken as an element of R l ( T h ). We will use this fact in the proof.
To begin, it is easy to show that
with ||| · ||| * ,K and ||| · ||| #,K defined in Section 4.2. Thus
follows immediately. The rest of the proof, devoted to showing a bound on |||p h − I Os (p h )||| * ,K , follows the path of that given in [51, Lemma 7.7] . The proof for |||p h − I Os (p h )||| #,K can be established likewise.
Let henceforth C denote a constant only depending on d, κ T , and l, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. It follows directly from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of ||| · ||| * ,K that
(4.17) We will next use the inequality 18) where 
Thus, finally,
where we put γ = −1, 1. Next, for an arbitrary
using (4.18), the inverse inequality, and the triangle inequality. Hence hal-00079221, version 2 -10 Jul 2008
Estimates on arbitrary polygonal grids by the solution of local Neumann problems
We propose here an approach alternative to findingp h satisfying (4.1)-(4.4), which may be difficult (impossible) to carry out practically on arbitrary polygonal grids. This approach is motivated by the simple postprocessing (3.14a)-(3.14c) of the finite volume case on simplices. We only consider in this section pure diffusion problems (w = r = 0). Let thus T h be a (nonmatching) grid consisting of arbitrary polygons and let T h be its matching refinement consisting of simplices and satisfying Assumption (A) (cf. Assumption (B3)). Let a locally conservative scheme be given on T h . This scheme then should define discrete diffusive fluxes S K,σ , K ∈ T h and σ ∈ E K , and relation like (3.1) should hold. Now instead of directly searching p h verifying (4.1)-(4.4), let us consider approximations by, e.g., the given locally conservative method to the local Neumann problems (3.14a)-(3.14c) on the simplicial grids T K of K, for all K ∈ T h . Suppose moreover that for K ∈ T h , the given scheme preserve exactly the given Neumann boundary fluxes S K,σ , σ ∈ E K (this is the case of the majority of locally conservative methods) and note that by (3.14b), the approximate values p L , L ∈ T K , will be closely related to the original p K . Now since the mesh T h is simplicial, we can immediately use the postprocessing (3.14a)-(3.14c) on T h in order to construct a piecewise second-order polynomialp h satisfying (4.1)-(4.4) on the mesh T h and have all the results of Section 4 for thisp h . Note in particular that if T K for some K ∈ T h only contains K, i.e., when K is itself a simplex, then the present approach coincides with constructing p h | K directly by (3.14a)-(3.14c).
We summarize the above results in the following theorem: In their case, the solutions of the local problems serve to define an a posteriori error estimator for the original finite element approximation. Contrarily, we have in this section used the solutions of the local problems in order to define a new approximate solution, for which we can easily give an a posteriori estimate.
Numerical experiments
We test our a posteriori error estimates on two model problems in this section. The first problem contains a strongly inhomogeneous diffusion-dispersion tensor and the second one is convection-dominated. In both cases, the analytical solution is known. We use the finite volume scheme (3.1)-(3.12), which we extend from triangular grids admissible in the sense of [27, Definition 9.1] to strictly Delaunay triangular meshes (the circumcircle of each triangle does not contain any vertex in its interior or on its boundary and no circumcenters of boundary triangles lie outside the domain or on its boundary), cf. [27, Example 9.1]. The harmonic averaging (3.7b) for the diffusion-dispersion tensor is employed while modifying it in the sense of Remark 3.2, i.e., by taking into account the distances of the circumcenters
h and x K lies in L (which may happen for strictly Delaunay triangular meshes), s K,L = s L . When convection is present, we use the local Péclet upstream weighting (3.8)-(3.12), modified in the sense of Remark 3.1. The postprocessed potentialp h is given by (3.14a)-(3.14c) with µ K = 1 for all K ∈ T h and x K being the circumcenter of K, see Section 3.2.1. All these choices seem to be important for the presented numerical results of our a posteriori error estimates.
Model problem with strongly inhomogeneous diffusion-dispersion tensor
This model problem is taken from [41, 25] and is motivated by the fact that in real-life applications, the diffusion-dispersion tensor S may be discontinuous and strongly inhomogeneous. We consider in particular Ω = (−1, 1) × (−1, 1) and the equation (1.1a) with w = 0, r = 0, and f = 0. We suppose that Ω is divided into four subdomains Ω i corresponding to the axis quadrants (in the counterclockwise direction) and that S is constant and equal to s i Id in Ω i . Under such conditions, analytical solution writing
in each Ω i can be found. Here (r, θ ) are the polar coordinates in Ω , a i and b i are constants depending on Ω i , and α is a parameter. This solution is continuous across the interfaces but only the normal component of its flux u = −S∇p is continuous; it finally exhibits a singularity at the origin. We assume Dirichlet boundary conditions given by this solution and consider two sets of the coefficients, with s 1 = s 3 = 5, s 2 = s 4 = 1 in the first case and s 1 = s 3 = 100, s 2 = s 4 = 1 in the second one: The original grid consisted of 112 triangles and we have refined it either uniformly (up to 4 refinements) or adaptively on the basis of our estimator. The latter case is a little complicated, since we need the refined mesh to still be strictly Delaunay, and hence the usual "longest edge" refinement or its variants cannot be used. We thus use the following concept: to the given set of vertices, we first add those which correspond to edges midpoints of such triangles where the estimated ||| · ||| Ω -error is greater than the half of the maximum of the estimators. Then the Triangle mesh generator, see Shewchuk [43] , is used to produce a mesh which comprises the given set of vertices, respects the four subdomains, and guarantees a minimal angle (20 degrees in the given case). This mesh is then checked for the (uniform) strict Delaunay condition: the sum of the two opposite angles for each interior edge has to be less than or equal to π − α where α is a positive constant and similarly at the boundary. If it does not satisfy this condition, further vertices are added and the process is repeated until the mesh is (uniformly) strictly Delaunay. Since f = 0, the residual estimators η R,K (4.5) are zero for each K ∈ T h (recall that this would be the case for general piecewise constant f , cf. Section 4.3.3), and hence the a posteriori error estimate is entirely given by the nonconformity estimator η NC,K (4.6).
We give in Figure 6 .1 an example of our a posteriori estimate on the error and its distribution and the actual error and its distribution on an adaptively refined mesh for the first test case. We can see that the predicted distribution is excellent and that in particular even in this case where the solution is smoother, the singularity is well recognized. Next, Figure 6 .2 gives an example of the approximate solution on an adaptively refined mesh and this mesh in the second test case. Here, the singularity is much more important and consequently the grid is highly refined around the origin (for an adaptively refined grid of 2000 triangles, the diameter of the smallest triangles near the origin is 10 −15 and 80% of the triangles are contained in the circle of radius 0.1). Figure 6 .3 then reports the estimated and actual errors on uniformly/adaptively refined grids in the two test cases. The energy seminorm (2.5) was approximated with a 7-point quadrature formula in each triangle. One can clearly substantially reduce the number of unknowns necessary to attain the prescribed precision using the derived a posteriori error estimates and adaptively refined grids. Finally, we can see in Figure 6 .4 the efficiency plots for the two cases, giving the ratio of the estimated ||| · ||| Ω -error to the actual ||| · ||| Ω -error. This quantity simply expresses how many times we have overestimated the actual error-recall that there are no undetermined multiplicative constants in our estimates. These plots confirm the theoretical results of Section 4.3.3. Even while only using I Os (p h ) instead of evaluating the infimum in (4.15), (approximate) asymptotic exactness and robustness with respect to inhomogeneities is confirmed.
Convection-dominated model problem
This problem is a modification of a problem considered in [26] . We put Ω = (0, 1)×(0, 1), w = (0, 1), and r = 1 in (1.1a) and consider three cases with S = ε Id and ε equal to, respectively, 1, 10 −2 , and 10 −4 . The right-hand side term f , Neumann boundary conditions on the upper side, and Dirichlet boundary conditions elsewhere are chosen so that the solution was p(x, y) = 0.5 1 − tanh 0.5 − x a .
This solution is in fact one-dimensional and possesses an internal layer of width a which we set, respectively, equal to 0.5, 0.05, and 0.02. We start the computations from an unstructured grid of Ω consisting of 46 triangles and refine it either uniformly (up to 5 refinements) or adaptively. For ε = 1 and a = 0.5 (diffusion-dominated regime), estimated and actual errors in the energy norm (2.5), the different estimators, and the efficiency on uniformly refined grids are reported in Figure 6 .5. Note in particular that in this regime, the residual, convection, and upwinding estimators represent higher-order terms and that the influence of the reaction quadrature estimator is limited. Finally, our estimator reproduced very precisely the distribution of the error in this case. For ε = 10 −2 and a = 0.05 (convection-dominated regime on coarse meshes and diffusion-dominated regime with progressive refinement), still the distribution of the error is predicted very well, cf. Figure 6 .6. Note in particular the correct localization of the error away from the center of the shock, as well as the sensitivity of our estimator to the shape of the elements. Next, an example of an adaptively refined mesh and of the corresponding solution for ε = 10 −4 and a = 0.02 is given in Figure 6 .7. The problem with keeping the refined mesh uniformly strictly Delaunay reveals as very severe in this case. For this reason, much more vertices are added at a time: the refinement criterion is set to 0.2-and 0.02-times the maximum of the estimators for ε = 10 −2 , a = 0.05, and ε = 10 −4 , a = 0.02, respectively. The estimated and actual errors for these cases are plotted against the number of elements in uniformly/adaptively refined meshes in Figure 6 .8. Again, one can see that we can substantially reduce the number of unknowns necessary to attain the prescribed precision using the derived a posteriori error estimates and adaptively refined grids. Finally, the efficiency plots are given in Figure 6 .9. In the first case, the efficiency is almost optimal for finest grids, whereas in the second one, not even the elements in the refined shock region start to leave the convectiondominated regime, a point where the efficiency would start to decrease.
Auxiliary results
We give in this section two auxiliary results that were needed in the paper. Lemma 7.1 Let K ∈ T h , let ϕ ∈ H 1 (K), and let ϕ K be the mean of ϕ over K given by ϕ K := (ϕ, 1) K /|K|. Then
Proof The Poincaré inequality (2.1) and the definition of ||| · ||| K by (2.5) imply
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Next, the estimate ϕ − ϕ K
